Top 10 Parenting Do’s For Shooting Sports Parents

10. Reinforce with your child to be a good sport. For example emphasize
shaking hands the other athletes and referees after the match no matter how bitter
the contest, not throwing shells, mumbling under your breath etc. Each shot
should look the same – whether they miss or hit the target.
9. Limit your conversations about shooting and shooting sports. Let them
know you are interested, but also interested in all aspects of their lives!
8. Have realistic expectations for your child’s success in sport. Try to be
objective when your child is not improving at the rate you think they should; or if
they are struggling with their performance that day. They are not mini-adults; they
are maturing young people who make many mistakes as well as doing many great
things (sometimes in the same day!).
7. Support the coach and don’t try to coach your child! Especially in the middle
of the tournament. Coaching your child, unless you are a part of the coaching staff,
makes it very easy to confuse and frustrate the child. It can undermine the coach
and destroy coach-athlete trust. If you feel your school or team coach is not
coaching them properly, private coaching is the next best step in your child’s
career. Stepping onto the field or in the cage during a tournament can result in a
team fine at YTF- it is detrimental in many aspects.
6. Keep it fun. Try not to take your sport too seriously. You will ruin it for your child
and they will feel pressure if you are too critical, controlling, or overbearing. Keep it
light! Remember why they wanted to do this in the first place.
5. Push to follow through on commitments, work hard, and be a good
person. This is the time to challenge your child – when they want to take a short
cut that does not show commitment to the team or the coach. Pushing, however, to
win at any cost is not healthy and will only create issues between you and your
child.
4. Have them compete for their reasons, not yours. Keep in mind that your child
wants to be independent from you in some ways, and yet have your support. For
certain, in shooting sports let their goals drive the level of involvement. This will
lead to less frustration and arguments.
3. Remain calm and composed during matches and tournaments. Avoid
yelling at referees. Athletes find it very frustrating and embarrassing when parents
yell at referees, other shooters or lose their composure at a tournament. There is
enough pressure on these kids to perform as it is. Your added pressure from

reacting to mistakes they make, being critical and negative, and just too emotional
create unneeded stress and take away from the fun of the game.
2. Support, support, support! Support your child in many different ways. Listen to
them when they need to be heard after a tough tournament or practice. Challenge
them when they are exhibiting a bad attitude. Confirm what they are going through
is normal in shooting sports or any sport, in fact. Be empathetic. Never make them
feel guilty about “your sacrifices” for them to play. There are some many more
ways to support than just paying for them to play, transporting them, or giving them
skills advice.
1. Make your love and support unconditional and never contingent on
performance. The biggest issues between parents and their children often come
when the parent makes the child feel like their encouragement and love is
contingent on their performances. No matter how your son or daughter shoots be
encouraging, give them a hug, let them know you love them if they shoot a 37 or a
97. The coach will get on them about their execution; the parent needs to play his
or her role and support.

Top 10 Parenting Dont’s For Shooting Sports Parents

10. Focus the majority of conversations on the sport. If your conversations with
your child are dominated by their sport then they will recognize how important it is
to you, even if you say it isn’t. This creates pressure.
9. Tell your child the other shooters aren’t good and they should beat them.
Again, this sets up an expectation that you cannot fail. What happens when they
dont beat them? The pressure heats up! Focus on effort, good decision making
with tactics, improvement, fun, and being a good sport. Have them focus on their
own game!
8. Coach your child from the sidelines. As much as you may know about
shooting sports allow the coach to do their job. This will only serve to confuse and
frustrate your child. They will have a hard time trusting what the coach is telling
them to do.
7. Criticize your child or even give your analysis after the game. Allow your
child some space to get over the game, calm down, and enjoy the time with their
team and reflecting on their performance. You want your child to learn lessons
from shootings sports, right? Well they will learn faster if you allow them to deal
with it and then facilitate their ability to learn from the game and move on by asking
questions and listening. Furthermore, your child knows when they have made a
mistake. If not, the coach will instruct them – there is no need to give a second
opinion.
6. Treat your child differently dependent upon whether he or she won or lost
(or how they performed). What message are we sending when after you shoot
well you go get ice cream and if you shoot bad you go directly home? That when
you shoot bad you don’t deserve a treat – again, cranking up the importance and
the pressure unintentionally. Be careful how you respond to your child after
shooting or a tournament. Maybe the dinner won’t be as happy after a bad
performance, but you will be exhibiting to your child that their treatment and your
support are not contingent upon their performance. Also, you will be teaching a
good lesson about emotional control, mental game, learning to lose with class, and
moving on from tough performances.
5. Allow sport to dominate your child’s life. Why? It is good to have great
passion and pursue lofty goals. No doubt. At the same time, you want your child to
learn balance in life. They will someday have to juggle being a father/mother,
husband/wife, employee, boss, etc. More immediately, it is healthy for your child to
consider themselves more than a shooter. They should see themselves as a good
student, a leader, a son or daughter, a brother or sister, a friend... and treat these

roles with the importance they deserve. Moreover, having other pursuits will allow
them to deal with the frustrations of shooting sports, especially when they aren’t
shooting competitively.
4. Control all decision making relating to sport. Teenagers want to have some
say in their lives. They are looking to take more control. As a shooting sports
parent you want to allow your child to make decisions about his or her commitment
to the including the routines they need to follow to prepare for tournaments as well
as take care of homework and studying. If you control everything they will resent
you for it. Shooters have to travel a lot and have long hours of waiting in between
flights, so they need to learn patience. Being rested is also a very important thing
for shooters.
3. Consider your child’s sport an investment for which you should receive
something in return.
With Clay Target Sports it is easy to fall into this trap. Parents make an investment
in time, money, transportation as well as emotional investment. However, do your
best to not make your child feel like they need to perform because of your
investment. Let them know that you will happily do all of these things no matter
how they perform. There are a lot of opportunities that come from being on a
shooting sports team, including the fact that in this sport there is no bench and
your child is guaranteed to play unlike most other sports.
2. Exert pressure to win. This is a no-brainer. When you, the parent, pressure to
win you are creating an expectation that your child does not have complete control
over. This expectation creates stress and negative emotion for the child. Again,
focus on effort, sportsmanship, and things they can control. Then they can feel like
a success in your eyes. Ultimately, that’s what every child longs for.
1. Put your interests ahead of your child’s interests. If your child is participating
on a Clay Target Team, be supportive. Go to tournaments and practices and
encourage them. Listen to them discuss their triumphs and frustrations. And,
always and always let them shoot for their own reasons not yours. Maybe you
were an intense, driven athlete and maybe your child is not, and instead is happy
with being a role player and spending time with his friends. There is a fine line
here. You want to teach your child to commit to a goal and pursue it with hard work
and dedication. However, this sport has a very different dynamic, you may find that
with some positive encouragement you may see the competitive, fun, leader rise
up in your child you have always know was there.

